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Agenda

▪ Demo of Splunk app showing visualizations of data from CICS PA

▪ CICS transactions and tuning: background on CICS and CICS PA

▪ Why do this, and what’s new? Requests for enhancements (RFEs) from 
customers

Customers want to use data from CICS PA in analytics platforms such as Splunk

What’s new in CICS PA 5.4 APAR PH16158 (February 2020)

▪ Try the app yourself with sample data: see CICS SupportPac CA10

▪ How to forward JSON Lines from CICS PA

▪ Details about JSON Lines from CICS PA, and using it in other analytics 
platforms, such as Elastic Stack



Splunk app demo



Disclaimer

▪ This sample app showcases visualizations of data from CICS PA

▪ This app is not intended to be a fully-fledged out-of-the-box solution for 
analyzing CICS performance in Splunk

▪ The app developers expect customers to examine the app, and then perhaps 
copy and adapt selected visualizations into bespoke apps

▪ Let’s switch to the app…



Sample Splunk app

Sample Splunk app
showing statistics 
alerts from CICS PA



Sample Splunk app

Sample Splunk app showing 
performance summary data 
from CICS PA (1 of 3)



Sample Splunk app



Sample Splunk app



CICS transactions and tuning



Today’s world

Pressure to reduce 
expenditure

Ever-expanding 
costs

Lack of skilled 
resources

Tools can help!

CICS Performance Analyzer
for z/OS is IBM’s premier
CICS tuning product



CICS tasks and programs

▪ A task is an instance of a transaction
started by a user

▪ When a user types in data and presses 
Enter or a Function key, CICS begins a 
task and loads the necessary programs

▪ Tasks run concurrently, so a user can run 
multiple instances of the same 
transaction simultaneously

▪ CICS multitasks giving fast response 
times

▪ CICS runs each task, briefly giving CPU to 
each one
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CICS monitoring facility (CMF)

▪ CMF collects data about all transactions in CICS

▪ Records are written to SMF for later offline processing

▪ CMF collects 4 classes of data: exception, identity, performance, and transaction 
resource

▪ CMF can produce a large volume of data, so CICS compresses the data by default

▪ To exclude monitoring data fields, use a monitoring control table (MCT) 

▪ To process output, use CICS PA or CICS-supplied sample program DFH$MOLS
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Response time

Response time consists of two elements:

1. Suspend time: the time a task is not executing (waiting)

2. Dispatch time: the time that CICS thinks the task is executing. This time is 
further divided into:

A. CPU time: the time the task is executing on CPU

B. Wait time: the time the CPU has been taken away from the task without the 
knowledge of CICS

CPU to dispatch ratio:

▪ Ratio = ( CPU time / dispatch time ) * 100

▪ Objective is 80% or higher
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Response time structure of CICS transaction

Start End
Total CICS response time

Suspend time Dispatch time

First dispatch delay Dispatch wait CPU time

PC load

SUSPTIME

DSPDELAY DISPWTT USRCPUT

PCLOADTM

USRDISPT

JCIOWTT
TSIOWTT
TCIOWTT
FCIOWTT

TDIOWTT
IRIOWTT
SZWAIT
LU61WTT

LU62WTT
EXWTTIME
RMISUSP
ENQDELAY

TCLDELAY
MXTDELAY
other

Involuntary 
MVS wait time



Suspend time breakdown

Suspend time   =    First dispatch time +    I/O wait time  +  
Other wait time +    Unaccounted wait time

Total I/O wait time = 
(terminal I/O wait time + 
temporary storage I/O wait time + 
shared temporary storage I/O wait time + 
transient data I/O wait time + 
journal (MVS Logger) I/O wait time + 
file I/O wait time + 
RLS file I/O wait time + 
Coupling Facility Data Table (CFDT) I/O wait time + 
inbound socket I/O wait time + 
outbound socket I/O wait time + 
inter-region (MRO) I/O wait time + 
LU 6.1 I/O wait time + 
LU 6.2 I/O wait time + 
FEPI I/O wait time)

Total Other wait time = 
( CICS OTE TCBS delay time + 
CICS change-TCB mode delay time + 
TCB mismatch wait time + 
ENQ delay time + 
IC/WAIT interval control delay time + 
Lock Manager (LM) delay time + 
RMI suspend time +
BTS delay + 
JVM suspend +
request receiver wait time + 
request processor wait time + 
RRMS/MVS in-doubt wait time + 
3270 bridge partner wait time + 
CFDT server sync point wait time + 
MVS storage constraint wait time + 
dispatchable waits wait time)

First dispatch delay includes 
TRANCLASS delay and MXT delay



What is CICS PA?

▪ A comprehensive performance reporting and analysis tool for CICS

▪ Provides ongoing system management and measurement reports on all aspects of CICS 
application performance

How does it work?

▪ Uses SMF data as input

▪ Easy to use interface for report generation (over 250 supplied report forms)

▪ Performance and statistical analysis

▪ Graphical performance analysis via CICS Explorer

▪ Forward PA data in JSON format to your analytics platform of choice 

performance and statistics SMF Reports



Why do this,
and what’s new?



Customer requests for enhancement (RFEs)

CICS PA enhancements address the following public RFEs:

CICS PA Web solution: RFE 83233
“web-based analytics to CICS PA, where the PA reports ... can be sent to a web server ... accessed 

through browser ... dashboard / charts”

“trend analysis easily without running multiple reports … store data for a very long period ... over a 

year+ ... queries … easier than … from DB2 / UDB”

JSON format output: RFE 120510
“Can we have a switch ... to produce a JSON format file”

Enable Splunk as a destination for CICS PA: RFE 132212
“We generate many CICS PA threshold reports … difficult to view singly if you are trying to 
understand multiple days and/or multiple regions.  If the raw data for the reports are sent to 
Splunk, we can generate Splunk reports that show a larger view of the data.”



Existing CICS PA functionality: CSV to MVS data set

CICS PASMF

CICS PA 
report
forms

Data format

CSV

Destination

MVS
data set



What’s new: JSON Lines over TCP

CICS PASMF

CICS PA 
report
forms Data format

CSV

JSON
Lines

Destination

z/OS UNIX
file

MVS
data set

TCP

CICS PA 
forwards data 
over TCP 
directly to the 
analytics 
platform

CICS PA 
statistics alert 

definitions

Analytics 
platform 

(e.g. Splunk)



Forward the fields you want, from the records you 
want, when you want

These enhancements seamlessly extend familiar CICS PA features:

▪ If you know how to define a CICS PA report form, then you already know how to 
specify which fields you want to forward as JSON.

▪ You use existing CICS PA selection criteria to filter which records to forward 
based on field values.

▪ You decide when, and how frequently, to submit the batch job to run the CICS PA 
report set that forwards data.



CICS PA data types output to JSON Lines

▪ Form-based:

▪ Performance list

▪ Performance summary

▪ Statistics list

▪ Statistics summary

▪ Other:

▪ Statistics alerts

CICS PA data types

Form-based

Performance Statistics

List List

Summary Summary

Alerts

JSON 
Lines



Statistics alerts

▪ Help you find potential tuning opportunities

▪ Identify trends that could lead to poor CICS performance or even unnecessary 
CICS system outages

▪ Can help you focus your analysis efforts on:

▪ Specific CICS regions

▪ A time of day

▪ Specific types of CICS resources



Statistics alerts (continued)

▪ Triggered by a condition. A condition is defined by a formula and up to three 
thresholds.

▪ A formula uses CICS statistics field names as variables. A formula can be as 
simple as a single field name, or it can be a combination of field names, 
arithmetic operators, and numbers.

▪ Example: current active user transactions as a percentage of the maximum task 
limit: XMGCAT / XMGMXT * 100

▪ A threshold consists of a comparison operator and a numeric value. Each 
threshold indicates a different severity. 

▪ Example: Critical > 95, Warning > 80, Info > 50

▪ Conditions can be restricted to specific CICS resources and applids.



Summary of what’s new in CICS PA

▪ New output format: JSON Lines

▪ New output destinations:

▪ TCP port (for example, Splunk configured to listen for incoming data on a TCP port)

▪ z/OS UNIX (zFS) files

▪ In addition to form-based output, you can now also write statistics alerts to JSON 
Lines. Previously, you could only write statistics alerts to a report.

▪ Time values can be output as a single ISO 8601 date and time of day 
representation (more details on this later)

▪ Corresponding enhancements to CSV output (e.g. ISO 8601 time stamps; write 
statistics alerts to CSV; forward CSV over TCP)

▪ New sample report set ANALYTIC, with report forms and statistics alert 
definition, to output JSON Lines that works with the sample Splunk app



Try the Splunk app yourself!



Install Splunk, the app, and then upload sample data

1. Install Splunk (the app was developed using Splunk 7.3.0):

▪ As a native application (for example, on Windows) or

▪ In a Docker container

2. Install the CICS PA Splunk app:

▪ Directly from the Splunk Web interface or

▪ Download it from the Splunkbase website, and then install it

3. Download the sample data and doc (PDF) from the CICS SupportPac CA10 web 
page

4. Upload the sample data to Splunk

5. Use the app to view the sample data
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Install Splunk

On the splunk.com home page, click Free Splunk

https://www.splunk.com/


Install Splunk

Register, and select Software Download



Install Splunk

Download latest 
or older release

60-day trial license



Splunk Web: Click Manage apps

Click Find More Apps



Splunk Web: Search for cics pa, then install

1. Type cics pa in the Search box, and then press Enter

2. Click Install



Splunk Web: Search for cics pa, then install

1. If you have not already 
done so, go to Splunk.com 
and register yourself as a 
Splunk user

2. Click Login and Install



Splunk Web: app successfully installed

Click Go Home or Done
(let’s add some data 
before we open the app)

Tip: If your Splunk instance cannot access the public web, then, separately, go to the 
Splunkbase website, splunkbase.splunk.com, search for cics pa, and download the app.



Splunk Web: app successfully installed

Now we’ve installed the app, let’s get the sample data.
Go to the CICS SupportPac CA10 web page:
ibm.com/support/pages/
ca10-cics-performance-analyzer-zos-output-json-lines

https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/ca10-cics-performance-analyzer-zos-output-json-lines
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/ca10-cics-performance-analyzer-zos-output-json-lines


Splunk Web: app successfully installed

Download the documentation (PDF)

Download the sample data
(.zip file containing a .jsonl file)

Expand the .zip file 

Scroll down…



Splunk Web: Add Data

Back at the Splunk Web home page, click Add Data
(or, from the menu, Settings > Add Data)



Splunk Web: Upload

Click Upload



Splunk Web: Upload

Click Upload

Click Select File



Splunk Web: Upload

Select the .jsonl file from the 
sample data .zip file



Splunk Web: Upload

2. Click Next

1. Wait for the Done message



Splunk Web: Upload

Click Source type > Application > cicspa



Splunk Web: Upload

Click Next



Splunk Web: Input Settings

3. Click Review

1. Set Host field value to 
your choice (typically, this 
value is not important)

2. Set Index to cicspa



Splunk Web: Review data to add

Click Submit



Splunk Web: Review data to add

Don’t click this

Click Apps > IBM CICS Performance…



Splunk Web: Review data to add

Click Time Range >Presets > Other: All time



available in
CICS SupportPac

CA10
from the

IBM CICS 
SupportPac website,
with user doc (PDF)

available from
Splunkbase,

the Splunk “app 
store” website

Sample Splunk app and data: free downloads

Splunk
Sample
CICS PA 

Splunk app

Sample 
JSON Lines 

data
1. Install 2. Upload

• Splunk is available for free 
download

• Anyone can try out the app 
with sample data in Splunk

• No need for CICS PA or z/OS!

Tip: The user doc supplied with 
the SupportPac is the best source 
of more details on this CICS PA 
enhancement.



How to
forward JSON Lines

from CICS PA



EDIT Report Set - ANALYTIC Row 9 of 18
Command ===> Scroll ===> CSR

Description . . . Analytics Sample Report Set

Enter "/" to select action.

** Reports ** Active
- Extracts No 

Cross-System Work No
Performance No 
Record Selection No
HDB Load No
System Logger No
Statistics No 

- Forwarding Yes
Performance Yes
Statistics Yes

** End of Reports **

New report category: Forwarding

Existing

New



ANALYTIC - Performance Forwarding Row 1 from 3
Command ===> Scroll ===> PAGE

———— System Selection ————— Selection
/ Exc APPLID + Image + Group + Recap Form + Alert + Criteria

* TRANLIST TRANLIST NO
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRANSUM TRANSUM NO
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRANWAIT TRANWAIT NO
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Performance Forwarding: sample report forms

All you need to do is select your systems. The sample ANALYTIC report set 
refers to sample report forms that forward the data required by the sample 
Splunk app. No additional configuration required.



ANALYTIC - Statistics Forwarding Row 1 from 18
Command ===> Scroll ===> PAGE

———— System Selection —————
/ Exc APPLID + Image + Group + Recap Form + Alert +

TRNMANAG TRNMANAG
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRANCLAS TRANCLAS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRANDUMP TRANDUMP
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DISPOVER DISPOVER
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DISPTCBM DISPTCBM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DISPTCBP DISPTCBP
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENQMANAG ENQMANAG
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STORAGE STORAGE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DSA DSA
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TDQUEUES TDQUEUES
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TSQUEUES TSQUEUES
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONECTIO CONECTIO
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2CONNS DB2CONNS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DB2ENTRY DB2ENTRY
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LOGSTREM LOGSTREM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MVSLOGST MVSLOGST
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SYSDUMPS SYSDUMPS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SYSALERT CTSKEY

Statistics Forwarding:
sample report forms

Sample statistics report forms 
and statistics alerts definition 
also supplied.



ANALYTIC - Performance Forwarding
Command ===>

System Selection: Forwarding Recap:
APPLID . . + DDname . . . TRANLIST
Image . . +
Group . . +

Forwarding Focus: Summary Processing Options:
Form . . . . TRANLIST + Interval . . . 00:01:00 (hh:mm:ss)
Alert . . . . + Override Form +
Severity . . + Timestamp . . . +

Forwarding Format: Connection Settings Override:
2 1. CSV 2. JSON Port . . . . . .

Options

Selection Criteria:
Performance

Repository . . : MYID.CPA.REPOSTRY

Example forwarding panel

Very similar to the existing 
Performance Extract panel



Connection Settings
Command ===>

Host . . . . . . . MYSPLUNK
Port . . . . . . . 11516 (1-65535)
Timeout . . . . . (seconds)
Security . . . . . 1. None 2. TLS
FIPS . . . . . . (Y/N)
Key ring . . . . +
Stash file . . . +
Password . . . . +
Ciphers . . . . +
Label . . . . .

New dialog option 0.6: Connection Settings

Connection settings are not shared with other 
users; they are stored in each user’s ISPF profile.

Default timeout is no timeout.
Security settings are only required 
for SSL/TLS connection.



Linux, Windows, Mac OSz/OS

Example process

CICS PA
batch jobSMF

Splunk

TCP portJSON Lines

CICS PA 5.4 with the 
PTF for  APAR PH16158



New CICS PA control operand: CONNECTION

Security parameters are required only for secure (SSL/TLS) connections:

CONNECTION(HOST('host_name’),

PORT(port_number),

[TIMEOUT(seconds)|TIMEOUT(0)],

[Security parameters])

SECURITY(TLS*|TLSV1.2|TLSV1.1|TLSV1.0,…),

[FIPS,]

KEYRING('[user_id/]saf_key_ring_name’ |

'*TOKEN*/pkcs#11_token_name’ |

'pkcs#12_unix_file_path’ |

'key_database_unix_file_path'),

[PASSWORD('password')|STASH('stash_unix_file_path')]

[CIPHERS(cipher_suites),]

[CERTLABEL('label')]



New parameters of CICS PA report operands

New parameters are shown highlighted:

CICSPA [LIST|SUMMARY|STATISTICSLIST|STATISTICSSUMMARY|STATSALERT](

…

[JSON,]

[LABELS(label-options)|NOLABELS,]

[CODE('string'),]

[EBCDIC|ASCII,]

[MISSING(INCLUDE|EXCLUDE),]

[TIMEFORMAT(ISO8601),]

[EOL(CR|CRLF|LF|NEWLINE)|NOEOL,]

[OUTZONE(Z|+hh:mm|-hh:mm),]

[STREAM[,PORT(port-number)]]

…

)



About the JSON Lines
from CICS PA



JSON Lines from CICS PA is not Splunk-centric

▪ The JSON Lines from CICS PA was designed to be ingested by any application 
that understands JSON Lines

▪ For example, you can forward exactly the same JSON Lines that you forward to 
Splunk to Elastic Stack, and develop dashboards in Kibana

▪ The documentation supplied with CICS SupportPac CA10 contains step-by-step 
instructions for configuring the Elastic Stack to use JSON Lines from CICS PA

▪ There is no Kibana equivalent of the IBM-supplied sample Splunk app for CICS 
PA



Kibana: Discover

Data from CICS PA data ingested in the Elastic Stack



Kibana: Creating a visualization

Rudimentary visualization in Kibana:
number of tasks by applid over time



Kibana: Rudimentary alerts dashboard

Click a “tag” to create a dynamic filter
Early prototype: statistics 
alerts in a Kibana dashboard



Kibana: Rudimentary alerts dashboard, filtered by alert

Data now filtered by the selected alert



Example JSON Lines output: performance list

▪ The code property maps to a Splunk source type

▪ Elapsed time fields are in seconds

▪ Simple, “flat” sequence of key/value pairs: no nested structures

{
"code":"perf_list",
"APPLID":"FUWTCIC",
"Tran":"CWXN",
"Start":"2020-10-20T00:00:00.885283+08:00",
"Dispatch Time":0.0687,
"User CPU Time":0.0011,
"Suspend Time":0.7523,
"TaskNo":"54272“

}



Example JSON Lines output: statistics alert

{
"code":"SYSALERT",
"Collection Time":"2020-10-31T00:00:00+08:00",
"Sev":"C",
"Alert":"File string waits“,
"APPLID":"FUWFWFR",
"Image":"FTS1",
"System Type":"TS",
"Interval Type":"EOD",
"Threshold":">25",
"Actual":467,
"Resource":"File_Name",
"Resource value":"MBKACCT1",
"stid":"067A“

}



Time stamps in ISO 8601 date and time of day format

▪ yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.SSSSSS with optional trailing zone designator +hh:mm, -
hh:mm, or Z

▪ Example:

▪ Even if you’re not interested in JSON or Splunk, this combined date/time format 
is a useful enhancement for extracting CICS PA data in CSV format

"Start":"2020-10-20T00:00:00.885283+08:00",



Data volume

▪ Performance list data—one event per transaction—is potentially very high 
volume.

▪ Other data types (performance summary, statistics) are relatively low volume.

▪ With CICS PA, you can reduce data volume by:

▪ Using report forms with very few fields

▪ Using selection criteria to only forward events for selected applids and/or tran codes

▪ Forwarding performance list data only for short time periods of special interest rather 
than continuously, 24/7

▪ With summary report forms, specifying longer reporting intervals

▪ Summarization is a key strength of CICS PA: you can forward useful data to 
analytics platforms at relatively low volumes.



More information

▪ Go to IBM Support website > CICS SupportPac CA10: CICS Performance Analyzer 
for z/OS - Output to JSON Lines

▪ Read the documentation (PDF) available for download on the SupportPac page

▪ The documentation includes topics about:

▪ Using the sample Splunk app

▪ Configuring the Elastic Stack to ingest JSON Lines from CICS PA

▪ Using the JSON Lines from CICS PA in any application that can understand JSON Lines

https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/ca10-cics-performance-analyzer-zos-output-json-lines


Questions?


